
  

  
Abstract—In the knowledge-based economy era, an 

enterprise need to quickly control and accumulate knowledge in 
a high-knowledge and complicated market and also use them to 
establish a proper management and warming system for 
decision-makers and managements. Procurements always play 
an important role to increase profit in the organization and an 
effective procurement system always increases knowledge 
accumulated and management of procurements as well as 
further feedback alarm when abnormal procurement happened. 
The research bases on characteristics of construction industry 
because of personal procurements as well as long and 
complicated processes. However, if the procurements could be 
managed or assisted and conducted by knowledge system, it not 
only hand over related procurement experiences of construction, 
but also reduces risk of procurement via effective warming 
system as well as promotes entire performance and profits of 
enterprise. Therefore, this project will consolidate software and 
hardware technology of information to find out association 
rules in knowledge of procurement between different projects 
from huge database of procurement by data mining technology 
and also develop a unique abnormal procurement alarm system 
for construction industry. It is expected to solve operating 
problems and achieve purchasing needs as well as fulfill profits 
expectation. 
 

Index Terms—Construction, procurement, warning system, 
knowledge management, data mining.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In the economy with knowledge, the business organization 

performance of operating and competitiveness are often 
positively related. For leading to good performance under 
highly competitive market, the companies must have the 
ability that enhances performance objectives and 
contribution in the organization. And how to quickly grasp 
and accumulation of knowledge and the use of corporate 
knowledge to build adaptive management in the highly 
complex market, the warning information system for 
decision-makers is the basis.  

Procurement activities in an organization often play an 
important role in enhancing profits. Business today must also 
face the upheaval and diversified materials procurement of 
market, and effective system or platform of procurement 
management will help knowledge accumulation, and to 
further feedback abnormal warning of procurement. The 
products of Construction industry are different from other 
regularization process. For its particularity in the engineering 
project, process of procurement play a good or inutile key in 
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the quality. Therefore, the smooth procurement relevant to 
overall schedule and cost reduction in the project, and how to 
transfer huge procurement practices through information 
technology into valuable knowledge has been to proceed to 
the task in the construction. 

The research also described the four factors about 
measuring performance of procurement, they were "cost", 
"lead time", "customer satisfaction" and "quality", where 
"costs" was a great influence[1]. This is also an indirect 
response for controlling effectively costs for procurement. 
Therefore, the research is focus on procurement processes 
and to identify factors in cost characteristics, and it is helpful 
to build warning system for construction procurement. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  
Generally, life cycle of construction must include plan, 

design, purchase, build, maintain five stages, and to compare 
with other stages, purchase spends short time but however it 
affects whole constructing cost [2], [3]. Therefore, each 
activity of purchasing stage whether smoothly or not will 
affect whole engineering [4]. General Service Administration 
shows that Purchasing is a skill, the aim is to promote the 
purchasing units and departments under control by the laws 
and regulations of the specification within the scope and for 
required material categories, time and place to take 
appropriate arrangements for creating the largest economy 
benefits on using units and government [5], [6]. The research 
points out the deciding process of purchasing products and 
services by units include confirmation, evaluation and chosen 
the most proper brands and suppliers [7]. It thinks that 
purchasing is to gain the products by the lowest prices or 
costs [8]. 

Data mining has been successfully applied in the wide 
fields, such as production, manufacture, health care, finance 
and marketing [9]-[11]. IBM had used Fuzzy model and 
statistics to analyze the cases of insurance deceit and claim 
for health-case industry [12], [13]. Data mining is one kind of 
new and recycling process to make decision, support and 
analyze, which can discover knowledge of hidden value from 
data to provide enterprise professionals for the reference [14], 
[15]. It applied data mining to extract useful rules through the 
process of purification and classification from the customer 
transaction information stored in the database [16]. The 
research used data mining application technology to find out 
the best recommendation, which would like to explore 
relative information from historical data [17]. 
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III. THE METHODS OF RESEARCH 

A. The Processes of Research 
As techniques of data mining have been successfully 

applied in various fields, this study applied association rules 
of data mining, which can extract hidden and useful 
information from the procurement database. And the other to 
obtain prediction functions, it is established warning module 
by decision tree with classification. 

The research for procurement operations, it proposed an 
integrated mining mechanism in the procurement. It is for 
finding the abnormal characteristics associated with the 
procurement of the rule base, and to evaluate the warning 
from all procurement operations may occur before and carry. 

The research for procurement operations, it proposed an 
integrated mining mechanism in the procurement. It is for 
finding the abnormal characteristics associated with the 
procurement of the rule base, and to evaluate the warning 
from all procurement operations may occur before and carry. 

Before the execution in this study, it has first to understand 
the contents of the procurement process. In order to obtain 
effective characteristics of procurement, it combined 
hardware and software of technologies. And using 
association of data mining, it excavated related knowledge 
from a large number of procurement database, and further it 
designed and construct warning platform of procurement. 
The architecture of overall warning systems is shown in Fig. 
1.  

 

 
Fig. 1. The architecture of warning system in procurement. 

B. The Tools of Ming 
Before data mining, it must first be pretreated data from 

raw data with missing. Namely clearing data, it including 
discards unwanted data of field. And the data preprocessing 
and conversion including collecting relevant information to 
calculate the noise and then determined of the missing data 
and correct data type. Through data preprocessing and 
conversion, it meets the needs of data mining. As well 
through data preprocessing and conversion, it meet the 
requirements by data mining.  

In mining phase, this study used Microsoft SQL Server 
2005 as the tool of data mining. It applied SQL Server 
Management Studio with integrated environmental functions 
that can be used to access, configure, manage, and develop 
components such as Database Engine, Analysis Services and 
so on. In addition, it also applied SQL Server Business 
Intelligence Development Studio which has developed an 
integrated business intelligence environment, including Cube, 
data sources, reports, dimensions, analysis services database. 
Main stages of the entire mining process include data 

collection, data preprocessing, data mining, modeling, 
evaluation and final knowledge representation. An important 
step in the pre-operation is data preprocessing, including data 
integration, data clearing, data conversion. It transferred the 
data into SQL Server from the original database MySQL of 
purchase. And through phpMyAdmin functionality of 
Database Manager, it transposed the original data into SQL 
syntax. 

Next, it used iDA(from Information Acumen Corporation ) 
for the front-end processing, includes front-end processor 
(PreProcessor), data mining tools (ESX), Rule Builder (Rule 
Maker) and Report Builder. All mining history of the 
procurement, it clustered data to identify key factors of 
procurement practices in all affect performance and in order 
to provide effective decisions in purchasing. 

 

IV. MINING FOR WARNING SYSTEM  

A. Process Analysis in Purchasing  
Currently the micro system has fully standardized 

procurement documents, it will be contributed its knowledge 
base and data mining. With this micro system, it can 
comprehensive storage and records data for past projects, and 
managers can search for case-related information by 
electronically interface. However, it appears inadequate for 
knowledge-based records and warning mechanisms. 
Therefore, how to create a customized procurement 
knowledge through various types of procurement documents 
through will be the purpose of this research.  

The Research will interview procurement staff with 
experience. And through purchasing behavior, principles, 
procedures and relevant basis, it expressed the current the 
model of procurement. Their views are summarized as 
follows in the Table I.  

In summary, the study found that procurement officers 
expect customized system that brings benefits to the 
procurement, including the following points. 

1) Sharing resource across units in order to save the time of 
purchasing. 

2) Standard and electronic procurement documents to 
synchronized storage and quick access. 

3) The establishment of knowledge base for fast 
purchasing decisions. 

4) To improve benefits costs and time in new staff training 
of the procurement. 

5) Synchronously to share information, store information 
of procurement. 

6) Records and notifications of abnormal changes in 
procurement activities. 

B. Data Mining for Procurement  
This study adopted Case Method of Non-Experimental 

method, and used In-depth-Interview of Qualitative 
Technique through small-scale exploratory study. It 
interviewed face to face with buyers to collect data and 
summarized and analyzed, including the characteristics 
explained, data collected, the phenomenon of knowledge 
analyzed and the system design and introduction.  

Trying to find an optimum mold for the problems in the 
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status of procurement, it obtained valid information and 
characteristics through large amounts of data mining, and 
contains three major elements: data preprocessing, data 
mining and knowledge representation. 

 
TABLE I: THE VIEWS OF PROCUREMENT STAFF 

Staff  Existing procurement mode or system recommendations
Staff A 1. The performance of procurement will directly affect 

the profits of cooperation, thus the process of 
procurement modified or rebuild need to be 
considered. 

2. It is connected between performances of procurement, 
value created and costs, and the performance 
expressed is based on procurement experience 
accumulated and well judgment. So it is important to 
standardize for knowledge-decided procurement and 
will upgrade the quality of process.    

Staff B 1. During numerous and time-limited procurement, 
usually accompany with defects. If it could conduct 
into more efficiency information tools and simplify 
and automation the process, the time will be reduced. 

2. It is urgent to build knowledge index, and to convert 
procurement experience to be recorded and inquired. It 
also could reduce mistakes by human error or business 
handover via process standardize.  

Staff C 1. It is very important to inherit the procurement 
experiences and management of knowledge module 
established will help upgrade quality and efficiency of 
the procurement process.  

2. It is suitable to conduct the information tools or system 
into procurement-knowledge and also via 
accumulation, proliferation, transfer and heritage could 
avoid experience lost. 

Staff  D 1. Currently, the supplier management and procurement 
process will directly affect the procurement 
performance, so how to according to different 
procurement content to make a customized 
procurement process and follow-up contract managed 
could significantly shorten the procurement 
lead-time. 

2. Through guided knowledge system, the buyer could 
quickly input the demand, and the system could make 
an optimized matching in accordance with 
experiences or supplier properties to not only avoid 
mistakes by human error or a long lead-time but also 
promote the procurement performance.   

 

C. Develop the Warning System of Procurement  
The research selected a three-tier logical architecture to be 

the architecture of systems, including database layer, logic 
layer and the presentation layer. Database layer stored in 
SQL Server through the collating data and the converted, the 
other logical processing layer dealt with mining tools, and 
finally users of the system to get the tables and graphical 
information of decision through the presentation layer with 
ASP.NET Web application. 

Abnormal module of procurement is obtained the features, 
knowledge and the association of exception by data mining, 
which includes the abnormal cost with  association rules, 
anomalies time and anomalies quality. It is different from 
module procurement in the past and to be a new feature 
module for knowledge-based procurement in management 
and performance control. Forecasting model establishment is 
the key works for warning systems. It will identify and 
predict the exception of procurement based on models with 
parameters input. If it gets abnormal phenomenon, the system 
will determine the way to present the warning action by 
decision-tree. Namely it conducts segmentation recursively, 

and calculates to find the greatest information gain by using 
Entropy. Creation mode is concerned, and the basic steps that 
will be analysis on purchasing behavior to predict and the use 
of appropriate mathematical methods for various parameters 
and evaluation in the prediction model. The warning system 
of procurement is shown in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The warning system of procurement. 

 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the properties of construction, the procurement 

practices have highly professional feature. Procurement in 
terms of strategic planning, inquiry, bargain technical 
operation and even the quality, quantity, delivery and cost 
management, it must be exhaustive. Although complex 
processes of procurement, it can inheritance experience and 
knowledgeable operations. In addition, it can reduce 
procurement risk and enhance overall performance profit by 
knowledge system. Therefore, the effective management and 
control of procurement will have a decisive impact for 
construction projects. 

Based on this, the study is divided into two parts. The first 
part is focused on "procurement practices and processes" 
with in-depth discussions, and then extract valuable 
characteristic from the years database of procurement 
through introduction of the information technology tools. In 
the second part, it presents "knowledge of procurement" for 
the development. In order to construct warning system of 
procurement, it customized purchasing behavior and reduced 
poor risks through performance control as well as before the 
occurrence of abnormality. The warning system could be as 
reference for procurement management and control before 
exception occurs. 
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